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Made in USA

Cold traps are a best practice tool for preserving/
extending vacuum pump life or the time between 
vacuum pump maintenance.

Cascade’s MAXTRAP50 is not an ordinary cold 
trap. Cascade has taken our extensive knowledge of 
vacuum best practices and integrated the features 
necessary for our customers with time-sensitive, 
high-throughput, production-focused vacuum 
purging or drying applications.

MAXTRAP50 DIFFERENCES:
The key to quality cold trap performance are:  
surface area, temperature and time.

Time:  Most cold traps have 
very narrow inlets and outlets, 
slowing down your process.  
Not Cascade’s MAXTRAP50 – 
with full KF25 inlet and outlet 
connections never reduce flow.

Surface Area:  Most cold traps have a glass or 
smaller surface area to collect the matter your 
vacuum pump would otherwise 
ingest.  Cascade’s MAXTRAP50 
surface area is a patent 
pending series of filter 
baffles inside the COLDWELL 
stainless trap.

Temperature:  Cascade’s 
MAXTRAP50 features the 
mechanically refrigerated 
system built in the USA by 
Thermo Scientific – A leader 
in laboratory equipment.

INCLUDES:
•   Cascade’s COLDWELL 304 Stainless 

Trap – Patent Pending Baffle System.
•  3 Quart Capacity (2839 mliters)
•  Viton Gasket
•   Thermo Scientific -50C Refrigerated 

Base
•  Green CFC / HFC Free Refrigerants
•   KF-25 Inlet/Outlet, Connection Line & 

Hardware
•  Power Cord
•  3mm Neoprene Insulator Cap
•   Requires 800ml (~ 3.5 cups) of a 

transfer fluid such as ethanol. Not 
Included. Cascade recommends: 
ethanol, glycol, cryo-cool fluids

•  Quality Made in USA
•  1 Year Warranty
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MAXTRAP50 
VACUUM 
COLD TRAP

THERMO -50C MECHANICAL BASE

COLDWELL STAINLESS TRAP

inches 13.5”W x 23.5” D x 12.0” H
cm 34.3 x 59.7 x 30.5

*Requires 800ml (~ 3.5 cups) of transfer fluid
(ethanol, glycol, cryo-cool fluids)

DIMENSIONS

1 each 4’ KF-25 flanged vacuum rated line
1 each KF-25 Centering Ring
1 each KF-25 Clamp

CONNECTIONS

COLDWELL Stainless Trap:
Thermo Mechanical Base:
Shipping Weight:

14lbs
60lbs
95lbs

WEIGHT

Mobile TRAPCART:  Allows vacuum pump and 
trap to be mobile and sit beside vacuum oven station

Additional COLDWELL:  Keep processing and cold trapping 
while defrosting/regenerating original COLDWELL

OPTIONS
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Standards for 9 million level customer drawings

MODEL: Before creating a drawing, the model should have:
A. The control panel, all knobs, switches, lights, inlets, outlets, ports, barbs, and any other parts that 
will show on the drawing.
B. Configurations or display states that show the door(s) closed, open, and hidden.
C. The correct amount of shelves, with the spacing used for performance testing.
D. Extend adjustable feet 1” (for 2700506) or 0.5” (for 2700512) from body bottom.
E. Make sure the unit is the correct colors in general (most important for cascade tek or other 
differently colored units). Appearances for parts can be saved to G/SolidWorks/appearances and can 
be accessed by setting the file location for “custom - appearances” to said file.

DRAWING FORMAT: Drawing templates for customer drawings are already created. General format:
A. Consistent font: Typically Century Gothic (SolidWorks default). ALL CAPS not necessary.
B. Title block: Initials and date. Model# & voltage match DOC-001-D. Ex: SCO5A, 110-120V.
C. Other formatting: in general, use ANSI standards.

DRAWING LAYOUT: Drawings should have the same layout for similar units. General view layout:
A. Isometric view (door closed except when shelves are on inside of door) - bottom left.
B. Top (door closed), front (no door), side (door open w/ door swing dimension) - across top.
C. Detail views of a shelf, shelf standard, connection ports, etc. - bottom / bottom right.
D. All views listed above should be the same scale.
E. Other views may be added if necessary.

INFORMATION TO INCLUDE IN DRAWINGS:
1. Exterior and interior dimensions (Inner labeled I.D. for inner dimension).

A. All dimensions use dual dimension display - inches on top, cm on bottom.
B. Other relevant dimensions may be added, but no redundant dimensions.

2. Outer dimensions of the shelf, and the shelf standard spacing (Both typically in detail views).
3. Connection types/specs of important power/data/gas/access ports. Examples: thread size, plug type.

A. Port locations: Indicate with an arrow on a drawing view or use a detail/section view.
B. Power cords: point to inlet or hardwire hole and list the plug style and cord length. Examples:

-HRD US 120V: “Hardwired power cord: NEMA 5-15P, 7.8ft [2.4m]”
-DET Europe 240V: “Power Inlet, unit ships with detachable cord, EU1-16, 7.8ft [2.4m]”
-If cord length is unknown, a safe length to list is 7ft [2m]

4. Material and paint callouts for interior and exterior. Examples:
A. 301/304 SST: “300 series stainless steel”
B. CR: “Cold rolled mild steel, powder coated”

Save as pdf and check for: 
A. Did the company logo get saved to the pdf? (Occasionally the logo space gets left blank)
B. Are any mated surfaces showing through exterior faces? (Can happen with door insulation)
C. Is it linked in MAX?

Example drawings: G:\CADKEY\PRT\9121100\9121139.pdf   (SCO5A)

This document is in: G:\SolidWorks\Templates\New Bend Deduction Templates
Updated: 1/20/15
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TRAPCART Shelf Dimensions

KF25 Inlet & Outlet
3 Quart Capacity (2839 mliters)
Viton Gasket
Neoprene Insulator Cap

115V / 1ph / 4 AMP  (60Hz)
220V /1ph / 2 FLA (50Hz)
Cord Included
CFC / HCFC Free Refrigerants


